Introduction {#s1}
============

Huntington's disease (HD) is a fatal autosomal dominant genetic disorder caused by an unstable expansion of cytosine--adenine--guanine (CAG) repeats in exon 1 of the *huntingtin (HTT)* gene (MacDonald et al., [@B75]). Individuals affected with HD exhibit symptoms such as loss of motor coordination, cognitive impairment and psychiatric disturbances that progress in severity with age (Walker, [@B77]; Bates et al., [@B6]; Snowden, [@B67]). The main neuropathological feature of HD is atrophy of the striatum, as well as the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, hypothalamus and cerebellum (Waldvogel et al., [@B76]). In the striatum, there is massive degeneration and loss of spiny projection neurons (SPNs), the main cell type involved in relaying integrated information from the cortex and thalamus to output structures of the basal ganglia (Albin et al., [@B2]).

SPNs are γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic cells that represent over 90% of all striatal neurons and form labyrinthine connections with other SPNs and striatal interneurons (reviewed by Bolam et al., [@B7]; Chuhma et al., [@B17]). The remaining cell types in the striatum are interneurons that modulate intra-striatal communication in addition to SPN output. While SPN degeneration and loss are abundant in early and late stages of HD, other striatal cells also are affected. In symptomatic HD patients and mouse models, the number of GABAergic parvalbumin (PV)-expressing interneurons is decreased and their dendritic arborization is greatly diminished (Reiner et al., [@B62]; Simmons et al., [@B64]; Paldino et al., [@B58]; Holley et al., [@B34]). Furthermore, while large cholinergic and GABAergic somatostatin (SOM)-expressing interneurons appear to be spared in HD, both types of interneurons display altered physiology in symptomatic HD mice (Holley et al., [@B35], [@B34]; Tanimura et al., [@B71]). These disease-related dysfunctions in individual cell populations add stress on striatal microcircuits leading to altered striatal output generally associated with abnormal movements.

GABA-releasing interneurons make up about 5% of all striatal cells and one of their primary roles is to modulate SPN output. Recent reports show that the diversity of striatal GABAergic interneurons is greater than previously thought (reviewed by Tepper et al., [@B73]). There are three main types, low-threshold spiking (LTS) interneurons, which are SOM-, neuropeptide Y (NPY)-, and nitric oxide synthase (NOS)-expressing, fast-spiking (FS) PV-expressing interneurons and calretinin-expressing interneurons. All but the latter have been characterized in brains of healthy and HD mice (Tepper et al., [@B74]; Cepeda et al., [@B12]; Holley et al., [@B34]). Fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs) display fast-firing properties and mediate feed-forward inhibition, while the LTS interneurons fire spontaneously at lower frequencies and, in addition to GABA, they release neuromodulators that may have neuroprotective attributes (Kumar, [@B43]; Rajput et al., [@B60]).

There is growing evidence that GABA neurotransmission is abnormal in animal models of HD (Cepeda et al., [@B15], [@B11]; Centonze et al., [@B10]; Andre et al., [@B3]; Dvorzhak et al., [@B24]; Indersmitten et al., [@B39]; Hsu et al., [@B37]). Further studies from our laboratory demonstrated alterations in intrinsic and synaptic properties in both FSIs and LTS interneurons which may contribute to the increased striatal GABA transmission (Cepeda et al., [@B12]; Holley et al., [@B34]). While there are multiple sources of GABA inhibition in the striatum of HD model mice, the underlying mechanisms are not well understood. In an attempt to elucidate the key cell type(s) involved in increased inhibition we used optogenetics to selectively manipulate (activate or inhibit) PV- or SOM-expressing interneurons in the Q175 mouse model of HD to determine how evoked responses and spontaneous GABA synaptic activity in SPNs are altered throughout disease progression. In addition, we investigated whether activation of GABA~B~ and endocannabinoid-dependent signaling affects interneuron-specific inhibitory synaptic transmission in SPNs and whether these signaling pathways are altered in HD mice.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Mice {#s2-1}
----

Experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the United States Public Health Service Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA). All mice were obtained from our breeding colonies and every effort was made to minimize pain, discomfort, and the number of mice used. Animal housing conditions were maintained under a standard 12 h light/dark cycle (light cycle starting at 6 AM and ending at 6 PM) and at a temperature of 20--26°C. The animals had *ad libitum* access to food and water. Total numbers of mice used for all experiments were 105 wildtype (WT; 63 males, 42 females) and 111 heterozygous Q175 mice (50 males, 61 females). In order to limit the number of mice used, wherever feasible, multiple experiments were performed using brain slices from the same mouse. In all experiments mice were examined at presymptomatic (2--3 month; mean age 81 ± 2 and 80 ± 2 days for WT and Q175, respectively) and fully symptomatic (10.5--15 month; mean age 408 ± 5 and 413 ± 5 days for WT and Q175, respectively) stages. In selected experiments, a third group was added (8--9 month; mean age 265 ± 3 days for both WT and Q175). Mice from this latter group are also symptomatic but the phenotype is not as severe as in older mice (Heikkinen et al., [@B32]). For optogenetic experiments involving PV- and SOM-expressing interneurons, heterozygous Q175 mice (CHDI, Inc.) were crossed with homozygous PV- or SOM-Cre mice (B6.129P2-Pvalb^tm1(cre)Arbr^/J, [RRID:IMSR_JAX:008069](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/RRID:IMSR_JAX:008069) and Sst^tm2.1(cre)Zjh^/J, [RRID:IMSR_JAX:013044](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/RRID:IMSR_JAX:013044), The Jackson Laboratory) to produce heterozygote Q175 mice with Cre expression in PV- or SOM-expressing interneurons. To examine differential inputs to direct and indirect pathway neurons, Drd1a-tdTomato mice \[B6.Cg-Tg(Drd1a-tdTomato)6Calak/J, [RRID:IMSR_JAX:016204](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/RRID:IMSR_JAX:016204), The Jackson Laboratory\] were crossed with heterozygous Q175 mice to produce mice with D1 cells labeled with tdTomato. Additionally, 17 R6/2 mice (11 males, six females) and 14 WT littermates (six males, eight females) from our colony were used in selected experiments. For these mice, WT male C57BL/6xCBA mice were crossed with WT female C57BL/6xCBA mice that had transplanted R6/2 ovaries \[B6CBA-Tg(HDexon1)62Gpb/3J, [RRID:IMSR_JAX:006494](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/RRID:IMSR_JAX:006494), The Jackson Laboratory\]. For experiments investigating alterations in SPN responses induced by activation of dopamine receptor-expressing (D1)-SPNs, we crossed WT and Q175 mice with D1-Cre mice \[B6.FVB(Cg)-Tg(Drd1-cre)EY262Gsat/Mmucd, [RRID:MMRRC_030989-UCD](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/RRID:MMRRC_030989-UCD)\]. Genotyping was performed using PCR of DNA obtained from tail samples, once at weaning and again following use to confirm the genotype. CAG repeat lengths were determined for breeders and for experimental animals by Laragen (Culver City, CA, USA). For Q175 mice, CAG repeats were 184.8 ± 1.4 (range 160--215) and for R6/2 mice, repeats were 158.1 ± 1.7 (range 144--165). Both male and female mice were used for all experiments. We observed no consistent differences between sexes and the data were pooled.

Surgery {#s2-2}
-------

Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane and burr holes were drilled into the skull at the injection sites. For experiments involving the activation or silencing of striatal interneurons AAV2/1-EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP or AAV2/1-EF1a-DIO-eNpHR3.0-eYFP (University of Iowa Viral Vector Core Facility, Iowa City, IA or UNC Vector Core, Chapel Hill, NC, USA) was stereotactically injected bilaterally into the dorsolateral striata. The stereotaxic injection coordinates were (relative to Bregma): AP +1.0, ML ± 2.0, and DV −3.3 mm from the surface of the brain. For each AAV (titer 1.2--3.0 × 10^12^ vg/ml), a total of 1.0 μl (per hemisphere) was injected at a rate of 0.2 μl/min into WT and Q175 PV- or SOM-Cre mice. For selective activation of cortical (M1) inputs, mice were injected unilaterally at two sites (0.25 μl each) with AAV-CaMKII-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP (University of Iowa Viral Vector Core Facility, Iowa City, IA or UNC Vector Core, Chapel Hill, NC, USA) at a rate of 0.1 μl/min. Coordinates for cortical injections were (relative to Bregma): AP +1.7, ML ± 1.5, DV −1.2 and −0.5 mm from the surface of the brain. After each AAV injection (titer UNC 3.0--5.0 × 10^12^ vg/ml), the needle remained in place for 5--7 min before retraction in order to avoid vector backflow. Mice were sacrificed for electrophysiological and experiments \~4--6 weeks post-injection to ensure sufficient opsin expression.

Brain Slice Electrophysiology {#s2-3}
-----------------------------

Mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and perfused transcardially with an ice-cold, high sucrose-based solution containing (in mM): 26 NaHCO~3~, 1.25 NaH~2~PO~4~, 208 sucrose, 10 glucose, 2.5 KCl, 1.3 MgCl~2~, 8 MgSO~4~. Mice were decapitated, brains dissected out and immediately placed in the oxygenated slicing solution. Coronal or sagittal slices (300 μm) were cut and transferred to an incubating chamber containing artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF; in mM): 130 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 NaH~2~PO~4~, 26 NaHCO~3~, 2 MgCl~2~, 2 CaCl~2~, and 10 glucose oxygenated with 95% O~2~--5% CO~2~ (pH 7.2--7.4, osmolality 290--310 mOsm/L, 32--34°C). Slices were allowed to recover for an additional 30 min at room temperature. Brain slice recordings were limited to the dorsolateral region of the striatum and all recordings were performed at room temperature using upright microscopes (Olympus BX51WI or BX61WI) equipped with differential interference contrast optics and fluorescence imaging (QIACAM fast 1394 monochromatic camera with Q-Capture Pro software, QImaging). Whole-cell patch clamp recordings in voltage- and current-clamp modes were obtained using a MultiClamp 700B Amplifier (Molecular Devices) and the pCLAMP 10.3 or 10.5 acquisition software. The patch pipette (3--5 MΩ resistance) contained a cesium (Cs)-based internal solution (in mM): 125 Cs-methanesulfonate, 4 NaCl, 1 MgCl~2~, 5 MgATP, 9 EGTA, 8 HEPES, 1 GTP-Tris, 10 phosphocreatine, and 0.1 leupeptin (pH 7.2 with CsOH, 270--280 mOsm) for voltage-clamp recordings or a K-gluconate-based solution containing (in mM): 112.5 K-gluconate, 4 NaCl, 17.5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl~2~, 1 MgCl~2~, 5 ATP (K^+^ salt), 1 NaGTP, 5 EGTA, 10 HEPES, pH 7.2 (270--280 mOsm/L) for current-clamp recordings. All internal electrode solutions contained 0.2% biocytin for subsequent immunodetection and identification of recorded cells. In experiments where evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were recorded in SPNs following optical activation of cortical inputs, QX 314 Cl^−^ (4 mM) was included in the internal pipette solution to block activity-dependent Na^+^ channels. After breaking through the membrane, cell properties (capacitance, input resistance, decay time constant) were recorded in voltage-clamp mode while holding the membrane potential at −70 mV. Resting membrane potentials were recorded in current-clamp mode. Data were omitted if electrode access resistance exceeded 30 MΩ.

For optogenetic experiments, PV- or SOM-expressing interneurons or D1 receptor-expressing SPNs were activated with a single light pulse (470 nm, 0.5 ms, 3 mW, CoolLED) delivered through the epifluorescence illumination pathway using Chroma Technologies filter cubes. Evoked inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) in response to optical activation were recorded in voltage-clamp mode, at a holding potential of +10 mV and in the presence of 2,3-Dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrobenzo\[f\]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (NBQX, 10 μM) and DL-2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV, 50 μM) to block α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, respectively. In some cells, 10 μM bicuculline (BIC) was applied to block optically-evoked IPSC responses, confirming they were due to activation of GABA~A~ receptors. In our recording conditions, based on the Cl^−^ concentration in the internal solution and the addition of NBQX/APV in the bath, the E~Cl~ was −55.0 ± 1.6 mV (*n* = 8). For stimulation of channelrhodopsin (ChR2)-expressing corticostriatal projections in decorticated coronal slices, a single light pulse (470 nm, 1 ms, 5 mW) was delivered and evoked EPSCs were recorded in SPNs while holding the membrane at −70 mV and in the presence of BIC (10 μM). For experiments where SOM-expressing interneurons were silenced with optical activation of enhanced *Natronomonas pharaonis* halorhodopsin (eNpHR), yellow light (585 nm, 1 mW) was applied at various durations through the microscope objective. Recordings of spontaneous IPSCs (sIPSCs) were obtained from SPNs (60 s) prior to and (60 s) during yellow light illumination at a holding potential of +10 mV and in the presence of NBQX (10 μM) and APV (50 μM).

Following recordings, brain slices were fixed in 4% PFA for 24 h. Slices were then washed with 0.1 M PBS, permeabilized with 1% Triton overnight at 4°C, and incubated for 2 h with Alexa 594 conjugated streptavidin (1:1,000, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at room temperature. Fluorescent images from both recorded cells and eYFP-expressing terminals were obtained using a Zeiss confocal ApoTome equipped with 40× and 63× objectives.

The following drug reagents were obtained from Tocris Bioscience/Bio-Techne (Minneapolis, MN, USA): BIC, NBQX, APV, QX314 Cl^−^, the cannabinoid type 1 (CB1) receptor agonist WIN 55,212-2 and the antagonist, AM 251. All drug stocks were made using double-distilled H~2~O except for WIN 55,212-2 and AM 251 which were dissolved in DMSO. The final concentration of DMSO in recording bath solutions did not exceed 0.05%, a concentration that when tested in a few cells did not significantly alter cell membrane or evoked response properties following prolonged exposure (20 min).

Analyses and Statistics {#s2-4}
-----------------------

Analyses of optically-evoked postsynaptic responses were performed using the Clampfit 10.3 or 10.5 software (Molecular Devices). Evoked response peak amplitudes were calculated by measuring the difference between the highest absolute value point of the response and average baseline. Response areas were calculated using an integral function available in the Clampfit software that measures the area under the response curve relative to baseline. Decay times were calculated by measuring the time (in ms) the response took to decay from 90% to 10% of the peak amplitude (Parievsky et al., [@B59]). In addition, adjusted decay times and time constants were assessed by first normalizing the amplitudes of optically-evoked IPSCs or EPSCs amplitudes to the maximal WT response amplitude for each group (see [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For all optically-evoked responses, 3--6 sweeps were recorded and averaged (30 s inter-sweep interval). sIPSCs were analyzed off-line using the automatic threshold detection protocol within the Mini Analysis Program version 6.0 (Synaptosoft) and subsequently checked manually for accuracy. The threshold amplitude for the detection of an event (10 pA) was set 3× above the root mean square background noise level (max \~3 pA at *V*~hold~ = +10 mV). All statistical analyses were performed using SigmaPlot 13.0 software. Differences between group means were assessed with appropriate Student's *t*-tests (unpaired) or Fisher exact tests for proportions, and appropriately designed analyses of variance (two-way ANOVAs, followed by Holm-Sidak or Bonferroni *post hoc* tests). Values in figures, tables and text are presented as mean ± SEM. Differences were considered statistically significant if *p* \< 0.05 and are indicated with asterisks in the figures (\**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01, \*\*\**p* \< 0.001, \*\*\*\**p* \< 0.0001).

Results {#s3}
=======

Expression and Activation of Channelrhodopsin in Striatal GABAergic Interneurons {#s3-1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ChR2 was selectively expressed in striatal PV- and SOM-expressing interneurons by stereotactically injecting a Cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP into WT and Q175 mice crossed with PV- and SOM-Cre mice, respectively ([Figures 1A,C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Recordings from eYFP positive cells in PV-Cre ([Figure 1B1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and SOM-Cre ([Figure 1D1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) mice showed distinct electrophysiological properties as previously reported (Tepper et al., [@B74]; Holley et al., [@B34]). Compared with SOM-expressing interneurons, PV-expressing interneurons were more hyperpolarized at rest, and displayed suprathreshold firing frequencies of 50--100 Hz. In contrast, SOM-expressing interneurons exhibited increased membrane input resistances, more depolarized resting membrane potentials, and fired spontaneously at frequencies between 1--10 Hz. After a brief pulse of blue light (0.5 ms, 470 nm), both PV- and SOM-expressing interneurons fired a single action potential as shown in current- ([Figures 1B2,D2](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and voltage-clamp recordings ([Figures 1B3,D3](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, utilizing specific Cre-reporter mice combined with optogenetics, we were able to effectively activate striatal PV- or SOM-expressing interneurons in WT and Q175 mice.

![Single action potentials are generated by a brief light pulse in parvalbumin (PV)- and somatostatin (SOM)-expressing interneurons. Confocal images of biocytin-filled PV- **(A)** or SOM-expressing **(C)** interneurons (red) that also express eYFP from 2 months-old wildtype (WT) PV- and SOM-Cre mice. In **(C)** the cell body of a SOM-expressing interneuron that also expresses eYFP but was not recorded from is visible (white arrow). Scale bar = 20 μm. **(B1)** Voltage response to a depolarizing, suprathreshold current injection in a PV-expressing interneuron that also expresses channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and eYFP. Recordings of a PV-expressing interneuron co-expressing ChR2/eYFP in current-clamp **(B2)** and in voltage-clamp **(B3)** modes show that a brief light pulse (0.5 ms, 470 nm, 3 mW) produces an action potential. The action potential in the bottom trace was truncated for the figure. **(D1)** Spontaneous firing of a SOM-expressing interneuron that expresses ChR2/eYFP in current-clamp mode. A brief light pulse (0.5 ms, 470 nm, 3 mW) produces an action potential in a SOM interneuron recorded in current-clamp **(D2)** and in voltage-clamp **(D3)** modes. The action potential in the bottom trace was truncated for the figure. In this and in subsequent figures, a blue vertical line indicates the delivery point of a single blue light stimulation pulse.](fnsyn-11-00014-g0001){#F1}

Responses of SPNs to Optogenetic Activation of PV- and SOM-Expressing Interneurons {#s3-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to determine the relative contribution of PV- and SOM-expressing interneurons to IPSCs, we recorded SPNs from WT and Q175 mice that expressed ChR2-eYFP in the two interneuron populations ([Figures 2A1,A2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3A1,A2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We examined three groups of mice: 2 months (range 2--3 months), 8 months (range 8--9 months), and 12 months (range 12--15 months; numbers of mice and cells are in figure legends). At 2 months, heterozygous Q175 mice are not behaviorally symptomatic, while at 8 and 12 months, these mice show noticeable weight loss and deficits on motor-related tasks (Heikkinen et al., [@B32]; Menalled et al., [@B53]; Smith et al., [@B66]). It is also at these later ages when increases in inhibitory synaptic events have been observed in striatal SPNs (Indersmitten et al., [@B39]). A summary of SPN membrane properties at the three different ages is shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. We observed a significant increase in input resistance at 8 and 12 months. This increase was also shown previously in Q175 SPNs (Indersmitten et al., [@B39]). Optical activation of PV interneurons in the presence of glutamate receptor antagonists (10 μM NBQX and 50 μM APV) induced IPSCs in 75%--80% of recorded cells ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Lack of responses in a small percentage of SPNs could be due to the inability of ChR2 to induce action potentials in some PV-expressing interneurons (Szydlowski et al., [@B70]). However, we observed that non-responding SPNs were generally located in regions of slices where the number of opsin-expressing PV cells was either very low or nonexistent. This observation is in line with recent studies demonstrating that FSIs target exclusively striatal SPNs within close proximity (Straub et al., [@B68]). Therefore, we selected recordings only from SPNs that were within \~150 μm from PV-expressing interneurons. IPSCs were similar in amplitude and area between genotypes at all ages ([Figures 2B,C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). There was a trend for faster IPSC decay times in Q175 SPNs at 8 months compared to WTs while at 12 months, response decay times were significantly faster (*F*~(1,112)~ = 7.17, *p* = 0.009 for genotype; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* = 0.006 for Q175 vs. WT at 12 months). Interestingly, *post hoc* analyses indicated the peak amplitudes of evoked responses in 12 months WT SPNs were significantly smaller than the amplitude of responses in 2-month WTs (*p* = 0.02), suggestive of reduced connectivity between PV-expressing interneurons and SPNs with increased age ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Optical activation of PV-expressing interneurons in Q175 and WT mice at three ages.**(A1)** Schematic of AAV injection site and recording area in Q175xPV-Cre mice. **(A2)** Confocal z-stack image of a biocytin-filled spiny projection neuron (SPN; red) that was recorded from a 15 months-old Q175 mouse. Processes expressing ChR2-eYFP can be seen surrounding the recorded cell. Scale bar = 20 μm. **(B)** Sample traces of evoked GABAergic responses in WT and Q175 SPNs from 2-, 8- and 12 months-old mice following optical activation of PV-expressing interneurons. **(C)** Summary of optically-evoked GABA response properties in WT and Q175 SPNs at 2 (WT *n* = 21, 10 mice; Q175 *n* = 22, 10 mice), 8 (WT *n* = 20, 15 mice; Q175 *n* = 16, 11 mice) and 12 months (WT *n* = 16, eight mice; Q175 *n* = 23, 13 mice). Significant differences were determined using two-way ANOVAs and appropriate *post hoc* analyses, where \**p* \< 0.05 and \*\**p* \< 0.01.](fnsyn-11-00014-g0002){#F2}

###### 

Cell membrane properties of spiny projection neurons (SPNs) in wildtype (WT), Q175 and R6/2 mice.

                      Capacitance (pF)     Input resistance (MΩ)   Time constant (ms)
  ------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- --------------------
  2 months                                                         
    WT (*n* = 47)     147.6 ± 6.3          49.8 ± 2.9              2.1 ± 0.08
    Q175 (*n* = 49)   143.6 ± 5.1          55.0 ± 3.0              2.1 ± 0.08
  8 months                                                         
    WT (*n* = 38)     132.6 ± 4.4          64.4 ± 3.6              2.2 ± 0.08
    Q175 (*n* = 33)   125.1 ± 5.7          84.9 ± 6.7\*\*          2.1 ± 0.08
  12 months                                                        
    WT (*n* = 40)     97.4 ± 6.1           78.1 ± 6.1              1.8 ± 0.10
    Q175 (*n* = 47)   88.7 ± 3.8           107.5 ± 6.8\*\*         1.8 ± 0.08
  60 days                                                          
    WT (*n* = 38)     118.8 ± 6.7          66.0 ± 8.3              1.8 ± 0.1
    R6/2 (*n* = 53)   80.0 ± 1.9\*\*\*\*   161.9 ± 9.1\*\*\*\*     1.5 ± 0.05\*\*

*Group means ± SEMs are reported. Comparisons for each membrane property were made between WT and Q175 or R6/2 cells at each age group. Significant differences were determined using Student's t-tests where \*\*p \< 0.01 and \*\*\*\*p \< 0.0001*.

![Optical activation of SOM-expressing interneurons in Q175 and WT mice at three ages.**(A1)** Schematic of AAV injection site and recording area in Q175xSOM-Cre mice. **(A2)** Confocal z-stack image of a biocytin-filled SPN (red) that was recorded from a 12 month-old Q175xSom-Cre mouse. SOM-expressing interneuron processes expressing ChR2-eYFP are seen surrounding the recorded cell. Scale bar = 20 μm. **(B)** Sample traces of evoked GABAergic responses in WT and Q175 SPNs following optical activation of SOM-expressing interneurons. **(C)** Summary of optically-evoked γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) response properties in WT and Q175 SPNs at 2 (WT *n* = 26, 11 mice; Q175 *n* = 27, 10 mice), 8 (WT *n* = 18, seven mice; Q175, *n* = 17, nine mice) and 12 months (WT *n* = 30, 13 mice; Q175, *n* = 34, nine mice). Significant differences were determined using Two-way ANOVAs and appropriate *post hoc* analyses, where \**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01 and \*\*\**p* \< 0.001.](fnsyn-11-00014-g0003){#F3}

All SPNs responded to optical stimulation of SOM-expressing interneurons. However, the amplitude and area of responses were significantly smaller than those evoked by activation of PV-expressing interneurons (compare [Figures 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; Amplitude: 520.6 ± 29.4 pA for all PV-expressing-induced IPSCs, *n* = 118 vs. 116.0 ± 5.4 pA for all SOM-expressing-induced IPSCs, *n* = 142; *t*~(258)~ = 14.78, *p* \< 0.001. Area: 32877.6 ± 2244.1 pA × ms for all PV-expressing-induced IPSCs vs. 6816.5 ± 367.1 pA × ms for SOM-expressing-induced IPSCs; *t*~(258)~ = 12.50, *p* \< 0.001). This interneuron subtype-dependent difference in evoked response size was similar to that previously observed in symptomatic R6/2 mice (Cepeda et al., [@B12]), a rapidly progressing transgenic mouse model that better replicates the juvenile form of HD in humans (Mangiarini et al., [@B49]; Lee et al., [@B46]). Also similar to observations in R6/2 SPNs, we found no genotype-specific differences in SOM-mediated response amplitudes in Q175 and WT SPNs at any age examined ([Figures 3B,C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, the response area was reduced in Q175 mice compared to WTs at 12 months (*F*~(2,136)~ = 3.33, *p* = 0.039 for genotype × age; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* = 0.002 for Q175 vs. WT at 12 months), due to a significantly faster decay time of the evoked response (*F*~(2,136)~ = 7.45, *p* \< 0.001 for genotype × age; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* \< 0.001 for Q175 vs. WT at 12 month). Additionally, there was a trend for faster decay times in Q175 SPNs at 8 months (*p* = 0.05). Faster decay times in responses evoked by activation of SOM-expressing interneurons is similar to the progressive changes in decay time seen in responses evoked by activation of PV-expressing interneurons in SPNs from symptomatic animals ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Effects of SOM-Expressing Interneuron Silencing on SPN Spontaneous IPSCs {#s3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The frequency of spontaneous GABA synaptic currents in SPNs gradually increases with progression of the phenotype in several genetic mouse models of HD (Cepeda et al., [@B15]; Dvorzhak et al., [@B24]; Indersmitten et al., [@B39]). As LTS interneurons are one of the few classes of spontaneously active GABAergic interneurons in striatum and the increase in sIPSCs is action potential-dependent (Cepeda et al., [@B15]; Dvorzhak et al., [@B24]; Indersmitten et al., [@B39]), we reasoned that one possible source of increased spontaneous GABA synaptic activity in SPNs in the mouse models could be increased firing of LTS interneurons (Cepeda et al., [@B12]). Utilizing optogenetics, we selectively silenced this class of interneuron by expressing (eNpHR) in 12-month WT and Q175 SOM-Cre mice (six mice for each genotype; [Figures 4A,B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Exposure to yellow light (1 mW) completely abolished spontaneous firing of SOM interneurons and produced a hyperpolarization of the cell membrane ([Figures 4C1,C2](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, in a subset of SPNs, continuous yellow light (1 mW, 60 s) also significantly reduced the frequency of sIPSCs ([Figures 4D1,D2](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), such that sIPSC frequencies from Q175 SPNs that were significantly increased compared to WTs (2.21 ± 0.4 Hz for Q175, *n* = 13 vs. 1.22 ± 0.2 Hz for WT, *n* = 19; *t*~(30)~ = 2.44, *p* = 0.021) were no longer significantly different and became similar to WTs (1.88 ± 0.4 Hz for Q175 vs. 1.24 ± 0.2 Hz for WT; *t*~(30)~ = 1.67, *p* = 0.105; [Figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, inset). Cumulative inter-event interval distribution plots also show sIPSC frequencies in SPNs during yellow light-induced silencing of SOM-expressing interneurons became more similar to that of WTs (Before Light: *F*~(40,1200)~ = 2.38, *p* \< 0.001 for genotype × interval, Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* = 0.004--0.044 for intervals 400--2,700 ms. During Light: *F*~(40,1200)~ = 0.786, *p* = 0.828 for genotype × interval). The percent change of sIPSC frequencies during yellow light was greater in Q175 SPNs than in WTs ([Figure 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We determined that the proportion of Q175 SPNs that responded to optical silencing of SOM-expressing interneurons with a reduction in sIPSC frequency greater than 10% was higher than the percentage observed in WTs (69% or 9/13 for Q175 SPNs vs. 26% or 5/19 for WTs; Fisher exact test: *p* = 0.029; [Figure 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and for these SPNs, the average percent decrease was larger in Q175s (25.4 ± 3.2% decrease for Q175s vs. 13.4 ± 0.8% decrease for WTs; *t*~(12)~ = 2.73, *p* = 0.018). Thus, the overall change in sIPSC frequency during inhibition of SOM-expressing interneurons for all recorded SPNs was greater in Q175s than in WTs (−15.14 ± 5.0% in Q175 SPNs vs. 1.94 ± 2.7%; *t*~(30)~ = 3.24, *p* = 0.003; [Figure 4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We also used the same approach to determine if SOM-expressing interneurons contribute towards increased inhibition in the R6/2 mouse model of HD (seven and nine mice for WT and R6/2 mice, respectively). Here, we observed similar results to those of Q175 SPNs. Silencing SOM-expressing interneurons resulted in a greater proportion of R6/2 SPNs displaying a reduction (\>10%) in sIPSC frequency (49% or 16/33 for R6/2 SPNs vs. 17% or 4/23 for WTs, Fisher exact test: *p* = 0.024; [Figure 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the overall change in average sIPSC frequency was greater in R6/2 SPNs than in WTs during yellow light (−11.0 ± 2.8% change for R6/2 s vs. −0.9 ± 3.9% change for WTs; *t*~(54)~ = 2.11, *p* = 0.04; [Figure 4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These data provide evidence that SOM-expressing interneurons are one of the main sources of increased GABAergic activity in SPNs of HD mouse models.

![Reduced inhibitory input to SPNs is induced by silencing SOM-expressing interneurons.**(A)** Schematic of AAV injection and recording sites used for silencing experiments. **(B)** Confocal image of a biocytin-filled SOM-expressing interneuron (red) that also expresses eYFP. The cell was recorded from a 12 month old Q175xSOM-Cre mouse. Scale bar = 10 μm. **(C1)** Recording from a Q175 SOM-expressing interneuron in cell-attached mode. Most SOM interneurons are constitutively active at rest with firing frequencies of 1--10 Hz. During yellow light activation of enhanced *Natronomonas pharaonis* halorhodopsin (eNpHR; bar, 585 nm, 1 mW), the cell was silenced. **(C2)** Yellow light illumination (bar, 0.08 mW) hyperpolarizes SOM-expressing interneurons. **(D1)** Sample trace of spontaneous IPSCs (sIPSCs) recorded in an SPN from a 12 month-old Q175 mouse. Activation of eNpHR in SOM-expressing interneurons (bar, 1 mW), decreased sIPSC frequency in a subset of SPNs. **(D2)** Frequency-time histogram of recorded events in the SPN shown in D1 illustrates the decrease in sIPSC frequency during yellow light illumination. **(E)** Cumulative inter-event interval distribution plots of SPN sIPSCs before (left) and during (right) yellow light-induced suppression of SOM-expressing interneurons. Insets show the average sIPSC frequencies for each genotype. **(F)** Plots showing the percent change in sIPSC frequencies for each recorded SPN during yellow light. For WT cells that displayed a reduction in sIPSC frequency during yellow light, the mean percent change was \~10% (gray area).**(G)** Summary of the percent of SPNs that responded with a decrease (\>10%) in sIPSC frequency. Proportionately, more SPNs from symptomatic Q175 (12 months) and R6/2 (60 days) mice showed a decrease in frequency compared to WT SPNs (Fisher exact test: *p* = 0.029 and *p* = 0.024, for Q175 and R6/2 vs. WT, respectively). **(H)** The average percent change (decrease) in sIPSC frequencies when SOM interneurons were silenced was greater in Q175 and R6/2 SPNs compared to WT SPNs. Significant differences were determined using Student's t-test or two-way ANOVAs followed by appropriate *post hoc* analyses, where \**p* \< 0.05 and \*\**p* \< 0.01.](fnsyn-11-00014-g0004){#F4}

Increased Frequency of sIPSCs Onto SPNs Is Not a Result of Altered GABA~B~ Signaling {#s3-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to gain further insight into the mechanism underlying the increased inhibitory input onto SPNs, we investigated whether there were genotype-specific alterations in receptors that are predominantly located at presynaptic sites and that have been shown to modulate neurotransmitter release. First, we examined the effects of activating GABA~B~ receptor signaling. Activation of GABA~B~ receptors on presynaptic terminals was previously shown to decrease neurotransmitter release, particularly at glutamatergic corticostriatal terminals (Calabresi et al., [@B9]; Nisenbaum et al., [@B54]; Kupferschmidt and Lovinger, [@B44]). Furthermore, GABA release from nearby SPNs and neurogliaform-NPY interneurons can activate presynaptic GABA~B~ receptors on excitatory terminals (Logie et al., [@B48]). Thus, we examined whether activation of GABA~B~ receptors on PV- and SOM-expressing interneurons affects neurotransmitter release and whether such presynaptic GABA~B~ receptor signaling is altered in Q175 mice.

We observed a reduction in the amplitude, area and decay time of IPSC responses induced by stimulation of PV-expressing interneurons in both Q175 and WT SPNs following incubation with the GABA~B~ receptor agonist, baclofen ([Figures 5A--C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The extent of this reduction was similar in both genotypes at 2 and 8 months (numbers of mice and cells are in the figure legend). We also observed a similar pattern to activation of SOM-expressing interneuron-induced IPSCs in SPNs. Baclofen reduced similarly the amplitude, area and decay time of these responses regardless of the genotype and age ([Figures 5D--F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the sensitivity of this baclofen-mediated reduction differed between the two interneuron types. The effective concentration of baclofen required to produce significant reductions in PV-expressing interneuron-induced responses was 10 μM. At this concentration, the amplitude decreased 56.1 ± 6.5% and 52.3 ± 3.6% for 8-month-old Q175 and WT SPNs, respectively. At 10 μM the percent reduction of SPN response amplitudes after activating SOM-expressing interneurons was 87.7 ± 1.3% in 8-month-old Q175s and 85.0 ± 2.5% in WTs at the same age. Baclofen at a concentration of 0.5 μM had a negligible effect on PV-expressing interneuron-induced responses in SPNs (data not shown). These data suggest that while the sensitivity of GABA~B~ receptor-activation differs between responses evoked by activation of the two interneuron types, GABA~B~ receptor signaling between the genotypes remains unaltered for responses in SPNs evoked by either activation of PV- or SOM-expressing interneurons.

![Activation of GABA~B~ receptors yielded no significant genotype-dependent alterations in PV- or SOM-expressing interneuron-induced IPSCs in Q175 SPNs.**(A)** Schematic of AAV injection/recording site and mouse line used for the data shown in **(B,C)**. **(B)** Sample traces of optically-evoked, GABA responses mediated by activating PV-expressing interneurons in WT and Q175 SPNs before (Control) and after 20 min incubation with Baclofen (Bac, 10 μM). **(C)** Summary of the effects of GABA~B~ receptor activation in WT, presymptomatic Q175 (2 months; WT *n* = 7 and Q175 *n* = 12; four and five mice, respectively) and symptomatic Q175 (8 months; WT *n* = 7 and Q175 *n* = 8; six and five mice, respectively) SPNs. Average response properties (amplitude, area and decay time) as a percentage of the Control response. **(D)** Schematic of AAV injection/recording site and mouse line used for the data shown in **(E,F)**. **(E)** Sample traces of optically-evoked, GABA responses mediated by activating SOM-expressing interneurons in WT and Q175 SPNs before (Control) and after 20 min incubation with Bac (0.5 μM followed by subsequent incubation with 10 μM). **(F)** Summary of the effects of GABA~B~ receptor activation by Bac in 2- and 8-month WT and Q175 SPNs (2 months: WT *n* = 11 and Q175 *n* = 9; eight and six mice, respectively; eight month: WT *n* = 11 and Q175 *n* = 12; six mice for each genotype.](fnsyn-11-00014-g0005){#F5}

Reduced CB1 Receptor Modulation of GABA Responses Evoked by SOM- but Not by PV-Expressing Interneurons {#s3-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next examined the CB1 receptor-mediated modulation of IPSCs evoked in SPNs by optical activation of PV-expressing and SOM-expressing GABAergic interneurons ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Control responses to activation of PV-expressing interneurons were first recorded in SPNs in the presence of glutamate receptor antagonists (10 μM NBQX and 50 μM APV) alone ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). After a 20 min exposure to the CB1 receptor agonist, WIN 55,512-2 (3 μM), the peak amplitudes of evoked IPSCs decreased similarly in Q175 and WT SPNs \[55.7% of control in SPNs from Q175 mice (*n* = 12, six mice) and to 60.9% in WT mice (*n* = 11, five mice)\] at 2 months ([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We also observed no genotype-specific differences in response areas or decay times. WIN 55,512-2-mediated decreases in evoked IPSC response amplitude and area were greater at 8 and 12 months (8 months: *n* = 11, nine mice for Q175s and *n* = 16, seven mice for WTs; 12 months: *n* = 10, eight mice for Q175 and *n* = 11, three mice for WT) than at 2 months but again, no significant differences between genotypes were observed. Additionally, no differences were observed in the response decay times at 8 and 12 months.

![Reduced effect on GABA responses in Q175 SPNs by the cannabinoid type 1 (CB1) receptor agonist WIN 55,212-2 was observed when activating SOM- but not PV-expressing interneurons.**(A)** Schematic of AAV injection/recording site and mouse line used for the data shown in **(B--D)**. **(B)** Sample traces of optically-evoked, PV-expressing interneuron-induced GABA responses in WT and Q175 SPNs before (Control) and at the end of 20 min incubation with WIN 55,212-2 (3 μM). **(C)** Summary of the effects of CB1 activation in WT, presymptomatic Q175 (2 months) and symptomatic Q175 (8 and 12 months) SPNs. Average response properties (amplitude, area and decay time) are reported as a percentage of the Control response. **(D)** The effects of co-application of WIN-55,212-2 and the CB1 antagonist AM 251 (3 μM, 20 min) on GABA responses in WT and Q175 SPNs (2 months) following pre-incubation with AM 251. **(E)** Schematic of AAV injection/recording site and mouse line used for the data shown in **(F--I)**. **(F)** Sample traces of activation of SOM-expressing interneuron-induced GABA responses in WT and Q175 SPNs before (Control) and at the end of a 20 min incubation with WIN 55,212-2 (3 μM). **(G)** Summary of the effects of CB1 receptor activation on WT and Q175 SPNs from 2-, 8- and 12-month-old mice. **(H)** The effects of co-application of WIN-55,212-2 and AM 251 (3 μM) on GABA responses in WT and Q175 SPNs (8 months) following pre-incubation with AM 251. **(I)** The effects of presynaptic CB1 receptor activation by WIN 55,212-2 on GABA response amplitudes in SPNs from 12-month-old WT and symptomatic Q175 D1-Tom POS and D1-Tom NEG SPNs. Significant differences were determined using two-way ANOVAs and appropriate *post hoc* analyses, where \**p* \< 0.05 and \*\**p* \< 0.01.](fnsyn-11-00014-g0006){#F6}

Activation of CB1 receptors with WIN 55,212-2 also reduced current responses in SPNs evoked by activation of SOM-expressing interneurons in both Q175 and WT mice ([Figures 6E--I](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). At 2 months, there were no genotypic differences in optically-evoked IPSC responses following a 20 min bath application of WIN 55,212-2 (*n* = 12 for Q175s and *n* = 11 for WTs; five mice for each genotype; [Figure 6G](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). However, at 8 months, the effect of WIN 55,212-2 on response amplitude was significantly smaller in SPNs from Q175 mice than in those from WTs (*F*~(1,67)~ = 17.18, *p* \< 0.001 for genotype; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* = 0.002; *n* = 12 and seven mice for Q175s and *n* = 15 and eight mice for WTs). This reduced effect of WIN 55,212-2 on response amplitude was maintained in Q175 mice at 12 months (*p* = 0.003; *n* = 10 and four mice for Q175s and *n* = 11 and six mice for WTs). Similarly, average IPSC response areas were reduced but to a lesser extent in 8-month (*p* = 0.057) and 12-month Q175 SPNs (*F*~(1,67)~ = 9.15, *p* \< 0.004 for genotype; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* = 0.002). The difference between mean decay times in 12 month-old SPNs following WIN 55,212-2 treatment also was statistically significant (*F*~(1,67)~ = 6.30, *p* = 0.015 for genotype; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* = 0.003). If the modulation of evoked IPSCs through activation of CB1 receptors were postsynaptic, one might expect effects to be similar regardless of the type of interneuron releasing GABA. However, WIN 55,212-2 differentially affected SPN responses to activation of PV- and SOM-expressing interneurons, thus indicating that the site of action of WIN 55,212-2 primarily resides at CB1 receptors on presynaptic terminals.

Since expression of CB1 receptors on the terminals of SOM-expressing interneurons in the striatum has not previously been reported in an HD mouse model using electrophysiological techniques, we also investigated the effects of CB1 receptor activation in the R6/2 mouse model. Because Horne et al. ([@B36]) reported reduced CB1 receptors in NPY/nNOS-positive cells in R6/2 mice previously, we chose this model to compare with findings in Q175 mice. In the striatum, there are two types of NPY cells---either those that co-express nNOS or not (Ibáñez-Sandoval et al., [@B38]). The NPY/nNOS-positive cells are the majority of the two and correspond to the LTS interneurons. We expressed ChR2 in WT and symptomatic (60 days) R6/2 mice and determined the effects of WIN 55,212-2 on responses evoked by activation of SOM-expressing interneurons in SPNs. Similar to the observation in 12-month Q175 SPNs, the effect of CB1 receptor activation was reduced on optically-evoked GABA responses in SPNs from R6/2 mice. There was a genotype-dependent difference with WIN 55,212-2 on the amplitude of responses (50.1 ± 6.3% of control for R6/2s, *n* = 14 and eight mice vs. 32.7 ± 3.7% of control for WTs, *n* = 11 and seven mice; *t*~(23)~ = 2.21, *p* = 0.037), as well as on response areas (46.7 ± 5.1% of control for R6/2s vs. 25.7 ± 3.6% for control in WTs; *t*~(23)~ = 3.14, *p* = 0.005) and decay times (67.5 ± 4.8% of control for R6/2 s vs. 44.8 ± 4.7% of control for WTs; *t*~(23)~ = 3.34, *p* = 0.003; data not illustrated). Thus, CB1 receptor activation on the presynaptic terminals of SOM interneurons modulates GABA responses in SPNs to a lesser degree in both symptomatic Q175 and R6/2 mice compared to WTs.

To test the specificity of the effects of WIN 55,212-2, we pre-incubated slices from WT and symptomatic (8 month) Q175 mice with the CB1 receptor antagonist AM 251 (3 μM). Peak amplitudes of IPSCs evoked in SPNs by optical stimulation of SOM-expressing interneurons were unaltered by treatment with AM 251 (94.4 ± 11.6% of control for Q175 SPNs, *n* = 4 and 99.5 ± 2.2% of control for WT SPNs, *n* = 4). Following incubation with AM 251, a combination of WIN 55,212-2 and AM 251 was applied for 20 min. AM 251 effectively blocked the previously observed effects of WIN 55,212-2 on the response amplitudes in cells of both genotypes (96.1 ± 7.9% of control for Q175 SPNs and 101.2 ± 5.9% of control for WT SPNs; [Figure 6H](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The same selectivity experiment was performed on 2 month-old Q175 and WT PV-Cre mice. No significant changes in the response amplitudes were observed in Q175 and WT SPNs when WIN-55,212-2 was co-applied compared to the amplitudes of control responses in AM 251 alone (96.6 ± 19.5% of control for Q175 SPNs, *n* = 3 and 99.2 ± 11.0% of control for WT SPNs, *n* = 4; [Figure 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). These results provide evidence that the reductions seen in SOM- and PV-induced IPSCs after incubation with WIN-55,212-2 were due to selective activation of CB1 receptors.

Previous work in other HD mouse models has shown inhibitory input onto D2 receptor-expressing (D2), indirect pathway SPNs is increased compared to inhibitory input onto D1 receptor-expressing (D1), direct pathway SPNs (Andre et al., [@B3]; Cepeda et al., [@B12]). Since evoked responses in SPNs from activation of SOM-expressing interneurons are less affected by WIN 55,212-2 in symptomatic Q175 SPNs compared to WTs, we tested whether or not this effect is differential for the two types of SPNs. We crossed SOM-Cre mice with a Q175 mouse line that expresses tdTomato in D1 receptor-containing SPNs. We expressed ChR2 in SOM-expressing interneurons and recorded evoked IPSCs in D1-tdTomato positive (D1-Tom POS) and negative (D1-Tom NEG) SPNs from both Q175 and WT mice (seven and six mice, respectively) at 8 months of age. Peak amplitudes of optically-evoked responses were statistically similar in D1-Tom POS and D1-Tom NEG cells in both genotypes (Q175: 83.1 ± 12.1 pA in D1-Tom POS and 86.8 ± 11.6 pA in D1-TOM NEG cells, where *n* = 10 and 10 cells, respectively; WT: 111.2 ± 21.6 pA in D1-Tom POS and 100.8 ± 14.7 pA in D1-TOM NEG cells, where *n* = 11 and 10 cells, respectively). After treatment with WIN 55,212-2 for 20 min, both D1-Tom POS and D1-TOM NEG responses were reduced similarly, although the amplitude of evoked IPSCs in Q175 SPNs of both types was less affected than SPNs in WT mice (*F*~(1,37)~ = 13.1, *p* \< 0.001 for genotype; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses for genotype effects: *p* = 0.045 and *p* = 0.004 for D1-tom POS and NEG, respectively; [Figure 6I](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Response areas also were less affected in Q175s for both types of SPNs compared to WTs (data not illustrated), although the difference was only statistically significant for D1-Tom POS cells (D1-Tom POS: 46.8 ± 7.3% of control for Q175s vs. 25.2 ± 6.7% of control for WTs; D1-Tom NEG: 47.7 ± 7.0% of control for Q175s vs. 29.9 ± 6.8% of control for WTs; *F*~(1,37)~ = 8.30, *p* = 0.007 for genotype; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses for genotype effects: *p* = 0.030 and *p* = 0.076 for D1-tom POS and NEG, respectively). No significant differences were observed for response decay times for either cell type (D1-Tom POS: 55.7 ± 6.1% of control for Q175s vs. 44.0 ± 5.4% of control for WTs; D1-Tom NEG: 61.0 ± 7.7% of control for Q175s vs. 52.8 ± 7.2% of control for WTs; *F*~(1,37)~ = 2.306, *p* = 0.137; data not illustrated). These data further support our conclusion that CB1 receptors, specifically on the presynaptic terminals of SOM-expressing interneurons, are less effective at reducing the inhibition to SPNs in mouse models of HD.

To investigate whether or not altered CB1 receptors on D1 receptor-expressing SPN terminals contribute to increased inhibitory events in symptomatic Q175 mice, we examined the effects of WIN 55,212-2 on evoked IPSCs in SPNs following activation of D1 receptor-expressing SPN terminals. Here, we selectively expressed ChR2 in 13--15 month-old Q175 and WT mice that were crossed with D1-Cre mice (six and three mice, respectively). Recordings were performed only in SPNs within close proximity to the striatal injection site and that did not express ChR2. We considered these SPNs as D2 receptor-containing since they lacked opsin expression. We found no significant genotype-dependent alterations in optically-evoked IPSC response amplitudes, areas or decay times (Amplitude: 54.2 ± 7.5% of control for Q175s vs. 47.9 ± 3.7% of control for WTs, *p* = 0.457; Area: 42.7 ± 6.8% of control for Q175s vs. 39.1 ± 4.8% of control for WTs, *p* = 0.677; Decay time: 73.4 ± 6.5% of control for Q175s vs. 79.6 ± 8.7% of control for WTs, *p* = 0.575. *n* = 9 cells each). These results suggest CB1 receptor signaling is not differentially affected at Q175 D1 receptor-expressing SPN terminals in WT and Q175 mice and thereby does not contribute to the increase in inhibitory synaptic events observed in D2 receptor-expressing SPNs in HD mouse models.

CB1 Receptor Signaling Is Affected at Corticostriatal Synapses in Symptomatic Q175 Mice {#s3-6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since it has been shown that activation of CB1 receptors on excitatory cortical afferents can modulate glutamate release in the striatum (Gerdeman and Lovinger, [@B27]) we also investigated whether CB1 receptor-mediated signaling on corticostriatal terminals is progressively affected in Q175 mice. ChR2 driven by the CaMKII promoter was injected in the right M1 cortical region of 2, 8 and 12 month-old Q175 and WT mice ([Figure 7A1](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Slices were decorticated and optically-evoked EPSCs were recorded in SPNs in the presence of the GABA~A~ receptor antagonist, bicuculline (BIC, 10 μM; [Figure 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). No genotype-specific differences in the amplitude or area of evoked EPSCs were observed until 12 months. At this age, the evoked EPSCs in Q175 SPNs (*n* = 22) were smaller in amplitude (283.8 ± 50.6 pA for Q175 SPNs vs. 533.4 ± 52.4 pA for WTs; *F*~(1,107)~ = 4.19, *p* = 0.043 for genotype; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* = 0.004) and there was a trend for smaller area (5539.5 ± 1290.6 pA × ms for Q175 SPNs vs. 10388.2 ± 1262.3 pA × ms for WTs, *p* = 0.096 for genotype), but decay times were similar to WTs (*n* = 24, 23.3 ± 2.4 ms for Q175 SPNs and 24.4 ± 1.7 ms for WTs). Similarly, genotype-specific alterations in CB1-mediated modulation of corticostriatal inputs were not apparent until 12 months ([Figure 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Evoked corticostriatal EPSCs in Q175 SPNs (*n* = 21) were less sensitive to CB1 modulation compared to EPSCs in WTs (*n* = 22; amplitude: *F*~(2,95)~ = 3.13, *p* = 0.043 for genotype × age; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* = 0.005; area: *F*~(2,94)~ = 3.37, *p* = 0.039; Holm-Sidak *post hoc* analyses: *p* = 0.025). The reduced CB1 effect on Q175 SPN IPSCs from SOM-expressing interneurons appears to precede the CB1 receptor-mediated alterations observed in Q175 corticostriatal projections (compare [Figures 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) from the cortex are reduced in Q175 SPNs recorded in fully symptomatic mice and are less sensitive to modulation by WIN 55,212-2 compared to WT SPNs.**(A1)** Schematic of AAV injection site and recording area in Q175 mice for experiments examining CB1 receptor-mediated modulation of excitatory cortical inputs onto SPNs. **(A2)** Confocal z-stack image of a biocytin-filled SPN (red) that was recorded from an 8 months-old Q175 mouse. Corticostriatal processes expressing ChR2-eYFP are seen surrounding the recorded cell. Scale bar = 20 μm. **(B)** Sample traces of optically-evoked, cortical-induced glutamatergic responses in WT and Q175 SPNs before (Control) and at the end of 20 min incubation with WIN 55,212-2 (3 μM). **(C)** Summary of the effects of WIN 55,212-2 (3 μM) on optically-evoked EPSCs from WT and Q175 SPNs from 2-, 8- and 12-month-old mice. Average response properties (amplitude, area and decay time) are reported as a percentage of the Control response. Significant differences were determined using two-way ANOVAs and appropriate *post hoc* analyses, where \**p* \< 0.05 and \*\**p* \< 0.01.](fnsyn-11-00014-g0007){#F7}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Motor impairment as a result of striatal atrophy and microcircuit dysfunction is a hallmark pathology of HD. While much attention has focused on alterations in glutamatergic signaling due to the excitotoxic nature of glutamate, changes in the corticostriatal pathway may only partially explain the progression of motor abnormalities associated with HD. Alterations in GABAergic synaptic transmission in the striatum are observed in symptomatic HD mice and are also likely to contribute to abnormal movements (Cepeda et al., [@B15], [@B12]; Dvorzhak et al., [@B24]; Indersmitten et al., [@B39]; Garret et al., [@B26]; Reiner and Deng, [@B61]). We focused on striatal GABAergic interneurons as the main sources of increased inhibitory synaptic transmission since abnormalities in their intrinsic and synaptic properties have been observed in HD mice (Cepeda et al., [@B12]; Holley et al., [@B34]). By selectively exciting or inhibiting discrete interneuron subtypes with optogenetic techniques, we examined the synaptic contributions of PV- and SOM-expressing interneurons in the Q175 HD mouse model. Optically silencing striatal SOM-expressing interneurons, which normally fire spontaneously, reduced the activity-dependent enhancement of spontaneous GABA synaptic currents in SPNs from HD mice to levels observed in WT mice. Our results also suggest that a plausible mechanism contributing to the enhancement of GABA synaptic activity in HD mice is the downregulation of CB1 receptors located on presynaptic terminals of SOM- but not PV-expressing interneurons. In addition, we found that although the amplitude of GABA responses induced in SPNs by optical activation of PV- or SOM-expressing interneurons was not different between genotypes, the decay time was significantly faster in SPNs from HD mice. These findings offer insight into the relative impact that each of these two types of interneurons has in altering striatal output by modulating the activity of SPNs in HD.

In agreement with previous studies, we observed the average sIPSC frequency in Q175 SPNs was increased compared to WTs (Dvorzhak et al., [@B24]; Indersmitten et al., [@B39]). Since SOM-expressing but not PV-expressing interneurons are spontaneously active at rest and increased sIPSC frequency is activity-dependent, we posited that these interneurons play a pivotal role in this effect. We previously reported in Q175 mice that some LTS interneurons displayed increased action potential firing within oscillating bursts (Holley et al., [@B34]) thus predicting that while in this more excitable state, they may release more GABA onto SPNs. As such, we demonstrate that optical activation of halorhodopsin in SOM-expressing interneurons induced a decrease in the overall frequency of sIPSCs that was more pronounced and occurred in a greater percentage of SPNs in symptomatic Q175 and R6/2 mice than in WTs. Further, silencing SOM-expressing interneurons reduced sIPSC frequencies in Q175 SPNs to levels observed in WTs. These results support the premise that excessive activity of SOM-expressing interneurons primarily contributes to the increased GABA synaptic activity observed in SPNs in HD mouse models. Incidentally, striatal SOM levels are increased in HD patients (Aronin et al., [@B4]) supporting the hypothesis that increased firing of these interneurons also results in the increased release of neuroprotective factors. Although we can only surmise that the reason for the increase in SOM-expressing interneuron activity is a potential compensatory mechanism to offset the glutamatergic dysregulation observed in HD mice (Cepeda et al., [@B16]; Bunner and Rebec, [@B8]), an unintended consequence of SOM upregulation is also an increase in spontaneous, activity-dependent, GABA synaptic activity (Cepeda et al., [@B15]).

Since we previously observed evoked IPSCs with larger amplitudes in SPNs of R6/2 mice compared to WTs following activation of PV-expressing interneurons (Cepeda et al., [@B12]), we presumed that PV-expressing interneurons would also be a main contributor to increased GABA synaptic activity in the striatum of symptomatic Q175 mice (Indersmitten et al., [@B39]). Additionally, FSIs exhibit greater connectivity to SPNs than LTS or other neighboring SPNs (Tepper et al., [@B72]; Cepeda et al., [@B12]) and in Q175 mice the resting membrane potentials of these interneurons are more depolarized (Holley et al., [@B34]), thus making PV-expressing interneurons a likely candidate involved in the increased inhibition onto SPNs. However, unlike what was observed in R6/2 mice (Cepeda et al., [@B12]), we saw no genotype-dependent differences in evoked IPSC amplitudes after optically-stimulating either PV- or SOM-expressing interneurons in Q175 mice. This is likely due to how responsive intracellular homeostatic mechanisms within PV-expressing interneurons are in the context of a severe vs. a more slowly progressing HD environment. In a recent study from our laboratory, PV-expressing interneurons in the Q175 striatum were found to exhibit signs of degeneration as evidenced by the decreased cell membrane capacitances, smaller somatic areas and reduced neurite arborizations in these interneurons (Holley et al., [@B34]). Likewise, in HD patients with the adult-onset form of the disease where the progression of the disease phenotype takes decades to fully manifest, the number of PV-expressing interneurons is reduced while the number of SOM-expressing neurons remains constant (Reiner et al., [@B62]). Thus, PV-expressing interneurons appear to be more vulnerable over long periods of time, implying that they lack the ability to upregulate GABA synaptic activity through possible loss of synaptic connections to SPNs. It would be of interest to determine if PV-interneuron connectivity to other striatal neurons is altered in HD. Interestingly, loss of PV-expressing neurons in addition to morphological signs of degeneration have also been observed in the brains of multiple sclerosis patients and mouse models (Dutta et al., [@B23]; Clements et al., [@B18]; Falco et al., [@B25]).

We provide evidence that a plausible contributing mechanism underlying the overall increase in the frequency of sIPSCs induced by the hyperactivity of SOM-expressing interneurons is a dysregulation of the endocannabinoid system in these interneurons. Selectively activating SOM-expressing interneurons in the presence of WIN 55,212-2 demonstrated that CB1 receptors on the terminals of these interneurons are either reduced or less sensitive in Q175 mice, beginning at 8 months of age. The prevailing function of CB1 receptor activation is to inhibit synaptic activity and likewise, activation of CB1 receptors has been shown to suppress both excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter release in multiple brain regions (Szabo et al., [@B69]; Katona et al., [@B41]; Hajos et al., [@B30]; Gerdeman and Lovinger, [@B27]; Hentges et al., [@B33]; reviewed in Katona and Freund, [@B40]). In the striatum of HD patients and in mouse models, CB1 receptor mRNA transcript levels and binding of exogenous cannabimimetics is reduced (Denovan-Wright and Robertson, [@B20]; Glass et al., [@B29]; Lastres-Becker et al., [@B45]; McCaw et al., [@B51]; Menalled et al., [@B53]). Additionally, previous studies showed the sensitivity of striatal GABA synapses to cannabinoid receptor stimulation is severely impaired in R6/2 mice (Centonze et al., [@B10]). We now demonstrate that this effect is selective for SOM-, not PV-expressing interneurons in symptomatic 8-month-old mice at synapses on both direct (D1) and indirect (D2) pathway SPNs. This observation agrees with a previous study in HD showing that CB1 receptors are downregulated specifically in NPY/NOS-expressing interneurons while remaining unchanged in PV-expressing interneurons (Horne et al., [@B36]). We also observed decreased CB1 sensitivity to cortical inputs, but not until 12 months of age suggesting that HD-related alterations of CB1 receptors on inhibitory SOM-interneuron terminals may precede those on excitatory corticostriatal projections. However, solid evidence would require additional quantitative immunohistochemical analyses in addition to ligand binding studies.

While attempting to elucidate a mechanism behind this increased inhibitory synaptic activity in the HD striatum, we also sought to determine if interneuron-specific GABA~B~ signaling was affected in Q175 mice. Additionally, excess GABA may affect neurotransmitter release (excitatory and inhibitory) through activation of presynaptic GABA~B~ receptors. Although we observed that GABA~B~ signaling at interneuron-SPN synapses is intact in presymptomatic and symptomatic mice, we found the sensitivity of the IPSC depression differed between PV- and SOM-expressing interneuron synapses. Unlike ionotropic GABA~A~ receptors that rapidly activate upon ligand binding and can alter membrane potentials due to their permeability to Cl^−^ ions (Olsen and Sieghart, [@B56]), GABA~B~ receptors are coupled to intracellular G-protein signaling cascades and are able to modulate neurotransmitter release by inhibiting voltage-dependent Ca^2+^ channels (Wu and Saggau, [@B78]). Thus, it would seem likely that if terminals of SOM-expressing interneurons contain more GABA~B~ receptors than the terminals of PV-expressing interneurons, a GABA~B~ receptor agonist would produce greater inhibition of neurotransmitter release at these synapses. Although the density of GABA~B~ receptors on striatal interneuron terminals has not been well characterized, this does seem to be the case for SOM interneuron synapses in the rat hippocampus where immunolabeling of the GABA~B~R-1 subunit is stronger than for all other cells (Sloviter et al., [@B65]). Additionally, baclofen produced a greater depression of SOM-expressing interneuron-mediated IPSCs compared to those mediated by activation of PV-expressing interneurons in the dorso-medial prefrontal cortex of mice (Liu et al., [@B47]). Thus, we contend that the increased frequency of sIPSCs in HD mice is not dependent on dysfunctional GABA~B~ signaling at PV and SOM-expressing interneuron terminals. However, alterations in GABA~B~ receptor signaling at other interneuron or SPN synapses in HD mice cannot be excluded.

We observed that the amplitude of GABA responses evoked in SPNs by photoactivation of PV- and SOM-expressing interneurons was not affected between genotypes, but the decay time was significantly faster in cells from Q175 mice, beginning at 8 months for responses evoked by SOM-expressing interneuron activation and at 12 months for responses evoked by PV-expressing interneuron activation, although there was a trend for more rapid kinetics at 8 months as well. Non-selectively activating all GABAergic inputs with electrical stimulation also resulted in IPSC responses with similar amplitudes in Q175 and WT SPNs but displayed more rapid decay times (unpublished observation). Faster decay times of spontaneous, electrically- and pharmacologically-evoked GABA responses also were observed in slices and dissociated SPNs from R6/2 mice (Cepeda et al., [@B15], [@B12]). Similar to observations in symptomatic Q175 mice, evoked IPSCs following activation of PV- and SOM-expressing interneurons in R6/2 mice exhibited faster decay times. It is enigmatic to observe more rapid kinetics in responses evoked by stimulating GABAergic interneurons while decay time kinetics appear similar to WTs for evoked excitatory responses in Q175 SPNs and for inhibitory responses induced by stimulation of other SPNs. Given that rapid decay times appear to be associated with mainly interneurons than other cell types in HD mice, possible explanations include alterations in mechanisms of presynaptic neurotransmitter release (Hefft and Jonas, [@B31]; Keros and Hablitz, [@B42]), differential expression of GABA transporters (Overstreet and Westbrook, [@B57]), modulation of postsynaptic GABA receptor subunit composition or subtypes or a combination of any of the above. Nevertheless. more rapid kinetics was shown to be associated with enhanced expression of the α1 subunit, corroborating the idea that this subunit contributes to faster IPSCs (Okada et al., [@B55]; Barberis et al., [@B5]). Incidentally, α1 subunit expression also is increased in the striatum of early and fully symptomatic HD mice (Cepeda et al., [@B15]; Du et al., [@B21]).

In the present study, we also observed a reduction in the amplitude of PV-expressing interneuron-evoked IPSCs as a function of age in WT but not in Q175 mice. This effect suggests reduced connectivity between FSIs and SPNs with age. In our previous studies looking at the effects of age on corticostriatal neurotransmission, we demonstrated an age-dependent decline of evoked excitatory responses (Cepeda et al., [@B14]). Here we show this effect can be generalized to PV-expressing interneuron-mediated inhibitory neurotransmission, consistent with neurochemical studies showing reduced levels of GABA transmission in old mice (see for example Duarte et al., [@B22]).

While the present findings point to SOM interneurons as the primary source of increased GABA synaptic activity in HD mice, other potential sources should be considered. For example, a subset of pallidal neurons project back to the striatum (Mastro et al., [@B50]; Abdi et al., [@B1]; Glajch et al., [@B28]). Although the main target of GPe inhibitory input is the FSIs, it is possible that a small proportion innervates MSNs (Glajch et al., [@B28]). In addition, long-range, PV- and SOM-mediated inhibitory cortical inputs to striatal SPNs were described recently (Rock et al., [@B63]; Melzer et al., [@B52]) and other types of striatal interneurons (e.g., TH- and calretinin-expressing interneurons) could potentially contribute to aberrant GABAergic synaptic activity in HD. The role of these inputs needs to be elucidated in future studies. In addition, although a postsynaptic mechanism is the most likely explanation for faster decay times, further experiments exploring changes in paired-pulse ratios using an opsin with a high temporal resolution, as well as changes in GABA~A~ receptor subunit composition in the striatum of Q175 mice seem warranted.

Finally, in the present study, we could not determine if differences in frequency of sIPSCs occur in SPNs belonging to the direct or indirect pathway. Our previous studies in the more severe R6/2 transgenic mouse model showed that the increase in GABA activity affects mostly MSNs of the indirect pathway (Cepeda et al., [@B12]). The changes in IPSC frequency observed in Q175 knock-in mice are more complex as they are age- and gene dose-dependent. In Q175^+/--^ mice the change in frequency is subtle and does not reach statistical significance, whereas, in homozygous mice (Q175^+/+^), increased frequency of sIPSCs is statistically significant (Indersmitten et al., [@B39]). As the present study was constrained to using heterozygous Q175 mice, this experiment could not be performed.

Conclusions and Interpretations {#s5}
===============================

The present findings demonstrate that SOM- but not PV-expressing interneurons are the main contributors to increased GABA synaptic activity observed in genetic mouse models of HD. Upregulation of SOM-expressing interneuron function is associated with loss and/or reduced sensitivity of CB1 receptors specifically on this type of interneuron. Furthermore, optogenetic silencing of SOM-expressing interneurons reestablished normal GABA synaptic activity, suggesting novel avenues to restore the excitatory/inhibitory balance lost in HD. However, if indeed SOM has neuroprotective properties, caution must be exerted not to perturb this homeostatic mechanism.

At present, it is still premature to explain why SOM-expressing interneuron activity is upregulated in HD. Although we could speculate that increased activity is a compensatory mechanism to prevent excitotoxic levels of glutamate released from cortical and thalamic terminals, previous studies have demonstrated that neurogliaform, not SOM-expressing, interneurons are able to modulate cortical inputs (Logie et al., [@B48]). Further, we also have to consider that in HD GABA could be excitatory, at least in the hippocampus of symptomatic mice (Dargaei et al., [@B19]). Interestingly, a recent study found that both GABA and glutamate can be released simultaneously onto striatal SPNs in response to photoactivation of SOM-expressing interneurons (Cattaneo et al., [@B700]). While the glutamatergic response is short-lived, the GABA response is persistent. In HD mouse models we demonstrated a progressive reduction in glutamatergic inputs onto SPNs (Cepeda et al., [@B13]). It is possible that, if indeed SOM-expressing interneuron activation is both excitatory and inhibitory, reduced excitatory input can be supplanted by intrinsic activation from SOM-expressing interneurons. Thus, at present, the most parsimonious explanation for SOM-expressing interneuron upregulation in HD is either to fulfill a neuroprotective role or to compensate for the loss of excitatory inputs.
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ACSF

:   artificial cerebrospinal fluid

AMPA

:   α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid

CAG

:   cytosine--adenine--guanine

CaMKII

:   Ca^2+^/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II

CB1

:   cannabinoid receptor type 1

ChR2

:   channelrhodopsin-2

D1

:   dopamine D1 receptor type

eNpHR

:   enhanced *Natronomonas pharaonis* halorhodopsin

FSI

:   fast-spiking interneuron

GABA

:   γ-aminobutyric acid

HD

:   Huntington's disease

LTS

:   low-threshold spiking (interneuron)

NMDA

:   N-methyl-D-aspartate

NOS

:   nitric oxide synthase

NPY

:   neuropeptide-Y

PV

:   parvalbumin

EPSC

:   excitatory postsynaptic current

IPSC

:   inhibitory postsynaptic current

SOM

:   somatostatin

SPN

:   spiny projection neuron

WT

:   wildtype.
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